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the number of checkpoint control proteins involved, itBub1, a Gatekeeper
would appear that the control network, once unraveled,for Cdc20-Dependent Mitotic Exit would turn out to be highly complex. Cdc20 phosphory-
lation has recently received attention for its potential in
regulating APC/C activation (Chung and Chen, 2003),
but the protein kinase identified, MAPK, is not one of
The mitotic spindle assembly checkpoint arrests cells
the checkpoint kinases.
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The cell cycle is subject to a number of checkpoint phosphorylation sites on Cdc20 that are phosphorylated
controls that function to preserve the genome by re- by Bub1, but not by BubR1, MAPK, or a battery of other
straining progression until prerequisite events have kinases. Further, mutation of these phosphorylation
been properly completed. From yeast to mammals there sites to alanine creates a dominant-negative effect, with
are spindle assembly checkpoints that read proper reduced checkpoint arrest in mitosis. Going in the other
alignment and tension of chromosomes in the mitotic direction, the authors have established that Bub1 abla-
spindle before anaphase can initiate. The system ap- tion, or expression of a Bub1 dead kinase, abolishes
pears to function by the recruitment of a group of check- Cdc20 phosphorylation and also suppresses the spindle
point control proteins, including (in higher eukaryotes) assembly checkpoint.
Mad1, Mad2, Bub1, Bub3, Mps1, and BubR1, to the As the authors point out, the spindle assembly check-
kinetochores, and ablation or suppression of function of point is exquisitely sensitive, responding to a single off-
any of these proteins substantially compromises mitotic plate chromosome or to loss of tension in properly
checkpoint control (Lew and Burke, 2003). Ultimately, aligned chromosomes. The existence of such catalytic
the checkpoint operates by sequestering Cdc20, a key checkpoint machinery, as described here, offers a highly
regulator of the anaphase promoting complex/cyclo- sensitive response mechanism that should permit the
some (APC/C), a complex that functions to ubiquitinate necessary rapid amplification of signal.
two key substrates, securin and cyclin B, tagging them While this work establishes a clear pathway by which
for proteosome destruction, that in turn is the critical the spindle assembly checkpoint may at least partly
event permitting mitotic exit (Peters, 2002). control APC/C function, it opens many important ques-
Three of the checkpoint control proteins, Bub1, Mps1, tions. Issues of great interest include how this pathway
and BubR1, are protein kinases. It has been reasonable fits with the essential functions of the other checkpoint
to assume that kinase activity is intimately connected control proteins and of Cdc20 phosphorylation by other
to checkpoint function, but the crucial substrates these protein kinases (Chung and Chen, 2003). Further, it will
checkpoint proteins regulate, that make sense with re- be important to address what controls Bub1 so that it
spect to checkpoint control, have been lacking. Indeed, maintains Cdc20 in phosphorylated status only during
the kinase domain of BubR1 appears to be dispensable checkpoint arrest. Bub1 and Cdc20 participate in a
multiprotein complex composed of other checkpointfor its APC/C inhibitory activity (Tang et al., 2001). Given
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